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CHAP'I'ER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Why does the Good Nev-is of the Gospel find grea t.er 
I 
response in some areas of the world than it does in other 
areas--even where there is a fairly close relationship goo-
graphically and culturally? This is one of the problems 
that the evangelical church1 is facing in some areas of 
Ecuador today. After many years of iabor in some areas 
there has been little fruit, while in others there has been 
an abundant harvest--even to the amazement of some of the 
missic~aries involved. It is the purpose of tl1is project 
and report to investigate this pari:'ldox to see if any light: 
may be thrown upon the problem. 'rhus it is hoped to further 
the undetstanding of those who are so deeply concerned after 
so many years of toil. 
This report is primarily concerned with the Quechua-
speaking otavalo Indians of the northern highlands, where 
little has been accomplished, in comparison to the Quechuet-· 
speaking Indians of the:\ northern jungles of the gx_L~n:t:.~~ 
J.,l'his terrn "evangelical church" in the Lc1.tin American 
sense includes most protestant denominations. However, in 
this project the missions involved directly with the areas 
of study are the Christian and Missionary Alliance which 
works in both areas, the United Andean Mission which works 
only in the highJ.c:,:nd a:r:t..~a, and indepr.~ndent B.r:et.hren rnis sian-
aries ~ho work in the jtingle area. 
(the East), where good results have been obtained.· To be 
sure, there are other groups with simular circumstances in 
the coun~ry~ but because of limited time, this study will 
only mention them from time to time in support of the dis-
cussion of the aforementioned areas. 
It is the purpost:~ of this paper to touch on only 
those areas of culture .. that are significant. to the under-
standing of the problem at hand. ConBideration will be 
given to pertinent cultural factors, relationships betvJeen 
the cultures involved (including the cultures of the local 
white man2 and the missionary), methods used by the church, 
and results. No attempt will be made in regard to absolute 
reeommendat.i.ons as the \vrj.t:er feels this \vould be futile. 
Rather, sug9est.ions will be made to help the interested 
2 
individual to evaluate his own concepts and methods in work~ 
ing with these people. 
2 Ecuador is composed of t.hrt~e main racial groups-··~the 
Indian, the white·man, and the Negro (a carry over of the 
slave trade days)~ and two intermediate groups--the TOE:)stizo 
and the mulatto. The white man as referred to in this 
report is one who claims mostly Caucasian descent and holds 
most of the economic and political power of the nation. The 
mestizo is not accepted by either the white or the Indian. 
'l'he 1\:rea Handbook for Ecuador (E:dwin E. Erickson, et al., 
Was1iing.ton·-;-G.ov"err1rnenr-PrTntin9 Office' 1966) states--that 
one third to one half of the population is reported to be 
Indian, 10% is white, 10% is Qegro or mulatto and the bal-
ance is mes·tizo (p. 59) • The populo. tion of Imbabura 
Province, where the Otavalo Indians are centered, has 
174,1.41 people. Napo Province, in the jungles where this 
report is concerned, has 24,487 people {p. 62). 
3 
Of utmost importance is the understanding that "cor-
r·ect." methods alone are not. the answer. Often the mission-· . 
ary .is confused by methods that are successful in one a:r.ea 
and unsuccessful in another. The wisdom of God i~ not 
I 
necessarily that of man. In this type of work involving the 
spiritual·nature of tho individual, one must recognize that 
the Holy sbirit does not necessarily wotk in mankind in a 
way that the worker understands or anticipates. However, it 
is not the purpose here to attempt to think of only the 
"spiritual, .. but rather to think in te:cms of the 11whole 11 
individual and his inter-relations. God has given mankind 
intelligence; and, therefore, man should use it to the best 
of his ability, trusting in God to work out·the final out-
come in thE~ lives of men as He se~s fit. 
It is the presupposi t.ion of this research report ·that 
the lack or misappropriation of wh1dom has in many ways hin-
dered the Gospel from becoming effective both in the past 
and the present. Part of the reason for this is inherent in 
the culture of the missionary. Dr. Eugene Nida of the 
American Bible Society states: 11 0\H incurably indivi.dual-
istic temperaments make us half blind to people as a part of 
a sociC:lty . .,3 John T. Dale also makos t.he point of unde:c>-
standing of culture of prime importance when he says: 
· 
3Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures (New York: Ha:cper 
and Brothers , 19 54 ) , -p-:-·-256-·~- ---·-- ----.. ·----·--···~·-
4 
Many missionaries lacked insight., understanding, and 
appteciation of-the culture of the people to whom they 
carried the Gospel. 'rhus, sometimes with clumsy fingers 
though with honest intentions, have been torn asunder 
the elaborate network of customs, habits, and goals 
which gave tinity, life, and cohesion to a primitive way 
of J.ife. If missionary work is to be constructive and 
permanent in the future, the missionary must approach 
his people with ari understanding mind and try to analyze 
sincerely their values, goals, motives and needs. Those 
values and patterns of behavior which are good and of 
functional value to their way of life must be preserved 
and no meanH of s·a tisfyirig rea 1 needs should be with-
drawn without making a proper and adequate Christian 
substitution.4 
It is such an understanding that is sought here in this for-
eign project and report. 
Speaking in the way of personal background, the 
investigate~ and his wife had the privilege to ~erve for 
over fou:c years as missionaries with the Christian and 
!11issionary Alliance in Ecuador frG)m 1959 until 1963 .. While 
only occasionally engaged in ministering to the Indians, 
they ho.d many opportunities to observe them in several areas 
of the country. 
During the last two years of their term in Ecuador, 
they were stationed in the ~ity 6£ Otavalo, unofficial 
Indian capital of the nor'i::her.·n highlands of Ecuador. 'I'he 
city, locat:ed in the fertile Imbabura Valley, is the commer-
cial center for approximately 100,000 Indians in the area. 
4~John •r. Dale, "Anthropolo9y, " 2~.!..1SE~.!~f;_ g_f .th_o High 
hD.9.§.:'2.'. 1'7. Stanley Ryc:.coft (eeL) (Nevi York: Committee- -on- -
Cooperation in Latin J.\ffierica, 1946), p. 97. 
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While the investigator and his wife worked principally among 
the whit~.:".!s, they were able to observe the Indians firsthand 
as they lived, worked, played and died in and about the 
area. Close contact was also maintained with the mission-
aries who were directly involved with these Indians. The 
problE)m of working among them was often the topic of much .. 
conversation. 
Several weeks were spent working in the jungles of 
the oriente where it was possible to observe the Indian in a 
completely different setting. In this area, where the total 
population is only a small fraction of that of the Otavalos, 
the results have been s:tgn:i.f:i.c<:tntly different for the work 
of the chu:cch. 
Early in 1968 it \vas brought to the attention of the 
investigator that the problem of ·communicating t.he Gospel to 
most of the highland or sierra Indians is still an enigma to 
the church. It was determined, therefore, that a study of 
the problem could be of value. 
Returning to Ecuador in July, 1968, for six weeks,i 
the investigator was able to visit several places with which 
he vias already familiar through previous residency. In t.he 
mountains these places included Quito--the capital city and 
center for most ~ission activity in the country--Otavalo, 
and Aga to--6 --an Indian community near Ota valo. In the jungles 
to the east ~tihich form the upper reaches of the Amazon Rive):· 
6 
basin, his journey took him to Shell, main junction for tra-
vel between the highland valleys of the Andes and the east-
ern jungles, and on to Dos Rios, center for evangelical 
mission activity in the northern jungles. 
Thus, throUgh contacts with the Indians, white men, 
and foreign missionaries--both in the past and the present--
considerable information was gained that will aid in the 
unqerstanding of the problem. Inherent in understanding the 
,problem, though, is the matter of understanding the cultures 
involved and their differences. 
UNDBRSTANDING rl'HE CULTUH.E 
As stated in the preceding chapter, it is the purpose 
of this chapter to only touch on those points of culture 
tha·t are significant to the understanding of the problem and 
is not intended as a thor6ugh treatment of the cultures dis-
cussed. 'l'he method used is that of describing the contraE;ts 
between the cultures of the two groups of Indians as they 
respond to their con.quEn::-ors. 'V'lhile culture may be defined 
as a way of life, it can hardly be disassociated from the 
term "race 11 in the case of Bcuador. Because of his race, 
one finds his culture to be quite rigidly defined and ~uite 
inflexible. 'J:o hE~lp in undm:standing the problem, there-
fore, it will be necessary to look at life as the Indian 
sees i£. This will be done by first looking at cultural 
fac'cors in genera 1 and then a l.so by considering the narrower 
areas of economics, education and religion. 
I. DIFFERING CUI/I'UJ.~AI, J~AC'rORS 
A.lthough joined by a common language, there appc~ars 
to be considerable significant cultural differences between 
the highland Indian and the jungle Indian which probably has 
contributed a great deal to the rejection by one and the 
acceptance by the other of: the Gospel. Basically the jungle 
8 
Indian presents a picture of a \veak cultural system while 
the highland Otavalo Indian presents a picture of a very 
strong cultural system functioning within the system of the 
\vhite man. According to W. Stanley Rycroft, writing of t.he 
Otavalos: 
The most typical representatives of the Indians to be 
found in south l'1merica today, the most prosperous, the 
most intelligent and ~hysically developed are those in 
the north of Ecuador, in the Imbabura valley, around 
Otavalo. They are descendents of the Caras, the strong-
est of the many tribes existing at the time of the. 
Incas. "lJ.'heir way of life today probably comes nearer 
than any other to that. which the Spaniards found four 
hundred y~ars ago. The reason for their outstanding 
characteristics and their independent spirit is the fact 
that: they were only under Inca domination for a short 
time before the Spanish Conquest, and never really suc-
ctwnb<~d to Xnca culture .1 
Because the influence of the Inca and white man has 
never been strong in the jungle area, it would appear that 
the Indians there have not found it necessary to form a 
strong ·cultural systefu. It has been a matter of necessity 
that the Ot.avalo Indian has had to form a strong cultural 
system in order to maintain his identity and to operate as a 
society. In describing tho purpose of cul tut·e, Harold 
Lindsell states that: 
Culture has pattern and synunetry so that the indi-· 
vidual strands which ~o to make up the culture are part 
1w. Stanley H.ycroft, "rl'he Historica 1 Set.t.ing," 
1X~.<JAC:-.El.!2. 2.!:. .!:b.~~- lJ.i:Sl!. !.~DEf::.t!_, w. stanley Hycroft (ed.) (New 
York: CommittE-.)e on Covperat.ion in Latin 1\med.ca, 1.9(16), 
p. 6. 
of an integrated and systematic who~e. The function of 
culture is to make society operate. 2 
Thus the function of the Ot.avalo Indian culture is to make 
their unique society operate within the confines of ano~1er 
soci~ty. First, it was the Inca society. Now, it is the 
white Spanish society. 
Among the jungle Indians there has been less need to 
develop such a society within a society largely because of 
more freedom. Lightly populated in comparison, the jungle 
has ample room for the Indian to live in his own simple way 
without too much molestation from the wh1tes. 
9 
In the sierra with the coming of tfJe Spanish tlw form 
of authority changed from that of a state of benevolence 
un.de:t the Incas to that which meant social and economic 
enslavement under the Spanish. 3 It is under this enslave-
ment that the Indian of the sierra or mountain area for the 
most pa:t:t is still found today. The Indian, rather than 
fight back outwardly against such oppression, instead has 
turned inwardly to protect himself and his ...,,ays. As Collier 
and Buitr6n point out: 
The Indian continues in his obedience to the white 
man'~ world and yet survives by virtue of a subtle 
2Ha:rold Lindsell, ~_:L~_sion§'l_:r;x _!'.d.!]_£i.El~~- a~Q. J?r.~_s:ti~-E?~ 
(Westwood, N. J.: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1955), p. 283. 
3John Collier, ,Jr. and An:i.bal Buit .. r6n, J'!J.~ A~.§.k£.!2.i.i.~9 . 
. ~L~J:J.ez. (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1949), p. 90. 
10 
philosophy that is deep \-Jithin him ..•. His intimate 
relations are with vast unchangeable values--mountains, 
rain, sun, and wind. His contact with these forces 
means far more to him than do calculated motivations 
such as characterize the white world .... But leave 
him his ancient patterns of plowing and harvesting, 
leave him his land and his primitive mysieries, and be 
can bear the heaviest yoke with dignity~ . 
However, the centuries of oppression have left their mark. 
Wnilc~ some do show progress towards a better life, the vast 
majority "appear resigned to their station in life--·dull, 
apathetic, and unresponsive--a hopeless mass of humanity ... s 
John T. Dale further descr5"bes them: 
When drunk, the Indian boldly talks of his m:i.s-
trea tment, his loss of ·land to the \vhi.t~ .. ~s, and hit.; 
determination to regain it. \vhen these ra21ct..ions are 
not. possible, we find that the Indian withdraws into his 
community and into himself. ':Phis reaction is most: 
noticeable among the Indians on the hacienda ;vhere t:hey 
have assumecl a fatalistic attitude and one of submission 
to the inevitable. The hacienda Indian is docile, lan-
guid, slovenly, ambit:ionless and filthy in his personaL 
habits. He will not look you in the face as he talk~ to 
you. 6 
Not only does this description describe the hacienda Indian, 
but. it also in many ways describes the free Indian including 
many evangelical Indians who have likewise suffered at the 
hands of the white man. This has resulted in withdrawal~-
4 J'b'd -.:....1: __ • I p • 91. 
5Ke i th E. Hami 1 ton , .Qhl!ES:b. _9rq.;:y_t!~ J.E~. ~h-~ .Ui91:!: .0.!:!.9.~-~ (Lucknow, u. P., India: Lucknow Publishing House, 1962), 
p. 18. 
6John T. Dale, "Ant1u:opo1ogy," Indians of the Hiqh 
An.S1.~.~~ 1·1. stanley Hycroft (cd.) (New Y·o:rE-;··--·co-mrnft:'f(~·e--on-­
cooperat.:i.on in Latin 1\med.s:a, 1946), p. 106. 
11 
boi:h physically and psychologically. 'l'o help understand the 
depth of this problern, Davis says: 
'!'he Indian has three tradi tiona 1 enemies: the hacen-
dado, the priest, and the police. Each represents 
organized power, each exploits him and takes advantage 
of his helplessness. All three are in ~eague with one 
another and hold weapons against which the Indian is 
pm·Jerless. 'l'he Indian in consequence has r.etrea ted as 
far as possible from organized society. He has climbed 
to altitudes so high and terrains so barren that white 
exploiters have found it unprofitable to follow. He has 
also retreated into himself. His deep mind set toward 
the environment and white society has made him well nigh 
impervious to outer influende.7 
Another characteristic that must be recognized is the 
fact that just because they are Indians dOElS notr make them 
all part of the same culture. All too often we have thought 
of the Indian as beirig homogenous over wide areas, but 
recent st~di~s have revealed that there can be a marked dif-
ference between one ridge and th~ next. Hamilton says: 
Instead of a homogeneous Indian population we have a 
multiplicity of tribes, each with its ovm geog:raphical 
base (valley, basin, or plateau) and i.ts own dress, cus-
toms and dialect. In each, individuals have a strong 
sense of belonging to thetr owri kind, a strong people 
consciousness. Each likes to marry its own kind of 
fol.k.B 
Whil(;~ the dist:Lnction is not so great among the various 
divisions of the Otavalos, nevertheless it is there and one 
should pay heed to it. 
7r-Iamilton, oe. E..:i-t. I p. 21. 
g., .. ~ 12 -=~E.~ .. s~. , P • . 
12 
Down. through the years those in p6\ver have come to 
realizf:>. that the mountain Indian, and especially the Otavalo 
Indian has found strength in his group spirit. Realizing 
that they could never really dominate the Indian to their 
advantage as long as this spirit continued, they have 
"endeavm:ed to break down the Indian by drm·iing him away 
from hiB group. "9 Hmvever, this has not been the case for 
the most part among ·the jungle Indians. 
Rather than weaken the mountain Indian, the oppres-· 
sion and tactics of the white man has helped to strengthen 
t~e determination of the Indian to maintain his identity. 
'I'his h<::1 s also r.;;trengthenE:•d his q:r.oup spirit. One 'tJay in 
which this is done is by reci.proca 1 oblig~~ tion: · 
Within the Indian community the system of reciprocal 
obligations serves to tie it togethE"r in interests I 
acti.vi ties, and goals. . . • Thus the life of t.he com-
mu~ity is tied in a know which is hard to loosen. Fur-
ther, a sense of the neces~ity of defense against the 
whites and the need of security tend to give the com-
munity, however loosely organized, a solid front.1° 
While there is some community participation among the 
jungle Indians, they have not found it~necessary to develop 
-·· 
a system nf self-protection and self-preservation like that 
of the mountain Indian who lives so much closer to his 
oppressor. 
9Da1e, Qr?.· .£Lt·, p. 139. 
p. 117. 
13 
II. D:tFFERING ECONOMIC FACTORS 
Economically, the Otavalo Indian has suffered .more 
than his counterpart in the jungle. Not that the jungle 
Indian has more in material goods--he does not need as 
much--but the Otavalo Indian has had more to lose through 
economic oppression. Some of the Otavalos are showing am~z-
ing progress materialistically but they represent a small 
minority. Because of the nature of his economy, the Otavalo 
Indian is much more susceptible to exploitation. He depends 
much more on a trading system \vhile the j1mg.le Indian is 
~ ~uch more self-sufficient and trad~s relatively little in 
comparison. The siet·ra: Indi<:ins "have beon and. are exploited 
without. mercy~ they have been and a :CC3 kept: in ignorance. "11 
Those who work on the haciendas are even worse off, being 
almost like slaves. Davis writes: "He is usually in debt 
to hir; employer and is also held to his hacienda by tradi-· 
tiona1 bonds and a fatalistic inertia. .,12 ~ . . 
It has only been just in recent. times that the prac~ 
tice of forced labor in the towns has been abolished. If 
there \·;as some work to bE) done in town such as cleaning the 
11collier, .Q.e.· ci!:_., p. 91. 
12J. Me:t:le Davis I "The Economic and Social setting," 
1Lt~U:?.U1.~;- .9i. .!:.h.~ IiisO:~. f\n.0 e:._'?_ 1 W. s ta n 1 e y Rye r oft ( C:! d . ) ( N ~:~w 
Yo:ck: ConnltitteE~ on Cooperation in L<t tin Ame:t.'ica, 19'46), 
p. 24. 
14 
streets or the plaza after market day, it was a simple.mat-
ter to send a.poli.ceman out to snatch a poncho or ha.t from 
some unsuspe~ting Indian and then make him work gratis ~o 
get it back. 
The Indian, when he does have money,'usually does not 
have it for long. "Loan sharks" often charge 100% interest 
on short-term loans. Hany an Indian has lost his poncho 
over such dealings. The jungle indian is not bothered by 
such things usually as his economy is more of a barter sys-
tern rather than dealing in cash. 
The Roman Ca tho lie Church has not bE!en innocent of 
such eco;.1omic oppression eit:her. From thE~ earliest tim·m>: 
••• the new :C(~ligion ~.vas taken ill ·the case of th<:: 
colonizers as a means of extorsion and enslavement of 
the aborigines. 'l'he same Catholic Church and its ser-
vants found in the practices 'of the .. nmv service excel·-
lent means of economic production.l3 
From this has come the fiesta system. Marvin Harris points 
out t~at the fiesta system is almost wholly a sixteenth-can~ 
tury Spanish~·Catholic invention •14 He goes on to say: 
• • . it is all too frequently forgotten that in 
terms ()£ the colonial system, the fiesta complex \•Jas a 
direct e~pression of the attempt by the Church to 
13Gonzalo Hubio Orbe, AsJ2ectos ind:lgenas (Quito: 
Editorial casa de la cultura Ec'l1atorTan~;:··-I9_6_5_f, p. 113. 
:('l'h.is is a free translation by the investigator.) 
maintain control over the highland lndian populations 
and to derive wealth from them.l5 
Because of the nat~re of his society, the only way 
for the mountain Indian to gain position and respect from 
money is to spend money, usually on a fiesta, which more 
often than not leaves him in debt sometimes for years to 
come .16 With such an emphasis, "t.he fiesta system insm:ed 
15 
that the wealth of the Indians would be dissipated in color-
ful drunken religious festivals.~l7 
One may ask why the Indian has not done something to 
st,op such a thing, but because of the na b.n~e of ·the cu.l ture 
of t.l:t;3 Indian, this systero is not. to be easily changed. 
Hax-ris expla:i.ni.-:: 
~ • . the threat of material sanctions doe~ not lie 
far behind the fac;ade of persuasion and voluntary accom-
modation ..•• It should be noted that the contemporary 
system depends to a great extent upon the consensus 
arnc;mg the members of the Indian village that: those who 
shirk their burdens as E!"?..f.S.'ill~E.?.§. (burden bearer~·=under­
score and interpretation by the investigator) ought not 
to receive the respect to which those who have accepted 
the burden are entitled. If one has given a fiesta and 
suffered the c~conomic consequences, he does not view 
with equanimity the prospect of others in the village 
fcd.l.:i.ng to assume their proper share_ of the burden, _18 
Thus, the Indian is duty-bbund to do his share. 
----~-----~···· 
15Harris, Q2· £!~., p. 30. 
16collier, op_ . . ~iJ: .. , p. 124. 
17Ham.ilton, QP· 9);!;. .. , p. 6. 
18-nar:cis, 2.2.. .9J.t.. , pp. 31-·32. 
16 
The fiesta in the case of the jungle Indian does not 
carry such significance and, therefore, does not lend itself 
to such exploitation practices. Presumably this is because 
of less influence and economic interest on the part of the 
wh:i.t.es who only in recent years have been physi.ca lly able to 
live in the tropical climate of the jungles. 
Concerni~g the amount of work necessary to survive, 
there is also a considerable difference between the sierra 
and the .jungles. J:n the sierra it takes all members of the 
farnilt.y to make ends meet. Children become an economic 
asset at a very early age as they become old enough to care 
for the farnily animals and smaller children that corn(;;~ a long 
after them. In many cases the only relaxat:;ion that. the 
mountain Indian gets fl:om day to day other than the occa·-
sional fiesta is a change of work. Every waking moment must 
contribute to .the economy. 
The jungle Indian on the other hand is not under such 
economic pressure. His land is usally productive enough 
that he has littl6 difficulty s~pplying his family with the 
necessities of lif(~. 'l'herefon.:J, his life ·:ts much more 
casual and carefree. 
Another economic problem that pr<::s<::mts a very drastic 
dif:ferenc(~ between the two a rea s being considered is tha. t of 
theft. It seems as though the more advanced the society is 
the mo.re thef:t is committed. •rheft is a very serious 
17 
problem among the highland·Indians while it is a rarity 
among the jungle Indians. Ripened fields are stripped-and 
animals are stolen so often that the Indian has to sleep 
within a few feet of his crops and animals in order to pro-
teet them. He dare not leave his home unattended for fear 
that thieves will dig a hole through the packed dirt walls 
and steal practically everything he owns. 
In the jungles houses are left unguarded and tools 
may be l~ft where the Indian was working while he goes off 
to eat. Only where the white man has entered has theft 
become a problem. 
Sometimes because of economic necessity, t.he mountain 
( 
Indian must leave his area to find work elsmvhere. 'l'his at: 
times leads to cultural breakdown resulting in confusion of 
morals and decay of family structures. 
'l1he Otavalo Indian has been noted for years for his 
ability at producing and marketing goods for sale both at 
home and in the major cities of the continent. He appears 
to be much ·rnore rim teria li·stica lly minded than his counter~-
part in the jungles. One wonders whether or not be is so 
preoccupied v.,;ith the making of money that he has little time 
for spiritual thoughts. 
From this study on d:i.ffel~ing economic factors the 
purpose has been to show how even in this field that oppres-
sion alienatef.l t.he Indian and makc~s him suspicious of 
anything the white man, including the missionary, has to 
offer. This situation has not been helped because of the 
involvement o~ the Roman Catholic Church in such matters, 
too. 
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One then questions whether or not there is some solu-
tion to this and other problems that are causing such alien-
ation which in some c~s6s is not justified. Some feel that 
through education this problem may be corrected or at least 
reduced some. This then leads to the next topic, educationo 
III. DIPFERING EDUCATIONl\L FACTOH.S 
In this day of such emphasis on education here in the 
United States many wonder why it has had such little effect 
upon the mountain Indian. The jungle Indian t6 the contrar~ 
is eager to learn. Apparently it is not a question of not 
being interested in education on the part of the mountain 
Indian, but rather it is a question of education by the 
white man or by the Indian. 
Education of the mountain Indian presents two basic 
problems. FirBt, there fs the "disparaging con/..:ept of the 
'hopeless Indians' .,lg by the \vhite man. 'Nhat. education is 
attempted is usually done from a pessimistic point of view. 
Little hope is held for the success of educating an Indian. 
19collier I £E.· .£L'!:.· 1 p. 160. 
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Hore important, though, is the attitude of the Indian 
himself toward education and educators. Dale quotes a mayor 
of a rich and,progressive province in Ecuador: 
The rural school system of Ecuador has not been 
effective due to the fact that it has little relation to 
the daily life of the Indian o \fuen an Indian i.s edu-
cated, he is educated away from his village and thus not 
made better for either rural or urban life.20 
Dale goes on to say: 
The teacher generally does not speak th~ Indian lan-
guage nor. does he endeavor to understand with sympathy 
the way of life of the Indians among whom he is working. 
Thus h~ do~X not become a vital part in the life of the 
commun~ty. · . 
Some muy say that the Indian does not have thE! intel-
ligence to profit from formal education. Surprisingly, 
t:hough, 1'their intelligence is on the average superior to 
that of the white and mestizo children. "22 'l'his has been 
further substantiated by Indian students in basically 'VJhite 
seminaries where they also have a language barrier to over-
come. 
In contrast to the mountain Indian, the jungle Indian 
presen·ts a different sit"l.lation. -Like h.is counterpart in the -
mountains, the jungle Indian shows a considerable amount of 
intelligence. The difference is seen in their motivation. 
20nale, op. cit., p .. 118, citing an undisclosed mayor 
of a x·ich and pr~ogressive province in Ecuador. 
21_, . 1 
.!.D1.C.. 
22c Jl' ,o ... J.er, 2.J2. 9.:!.· ' p. 182. 
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While the mountain Indian rebels against the education of 
·the white man, the jungle Indian, because he lags in sophis-
ticated social development, "grasps at any opportunity to get 
ahead-·-even if it does mean acceptin9 the system of the · 
white man. •rhere does not exist the same feelings against 
the "tJhitc.~ man that exists in the sierra· anyway as the \vhitA 
man has not made his presence too obnoxious yet. 
Then, too, there does not exist the fear in the 
jungle Indian that education will drmv the child away from 
his normal environment. Because of economic and social 
op~ression in the sierra, it is quite easy to irtfluence the 
Indian child to want to leave his home environment for 
11 grc~ener pa stu:r,'?S 11 elsm·;here. 'i1heJ:efo:r.e, the older :Cnd.i..ans 
are against any such influence that may weaken their group 
strength. 'rhe jungle Indian remains content with his situ-
ation ih spite of of his education. 
It is quite evident, then, that education in the case 
of the sierra Indian is not looked upon as an asset while 
the opposite i~ true with_the jungle Indian. 
--· . . . . . . . . . -:- --· . 
However, one 
must not stop berG as it is necessary t:o consider th(~ area 
of contrasts in religion in order to complete the picture. 
IV.·DIFFERING RELIGIOUS FACTORS 
Fundamentally there is very little difference to be 
noted between the religion of the otavalos in comparison to 
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that of the jungle Indian in Napo .pt·ovince. Rather'· it is a 
question of how much influence the Roman Catholic Church has 
been able to exert on each area. This is.usually in direct 
proportion to the overall influence of the white man~ The 
stronger the influence of the white man the more catholi-· 
cized in form is the religion of tl1e Indian. 
However, it is apparent that the Indian embraces 
Catholicism only· to appease his oppresso:cs. It is not so 
much a matter of conscience as it is a matter of obedience 
to th(l powers· that be. According to Collier and Bui tr6n: 
'!'he Indian's obedience to civil customs involves obe~ 
dience to religious customs as well • . . as long as the 
Indians confessed to be Christians and baptized their 
children in t:he church, tho CatJwlic pr·iest made no 
exclusive demands on their consciences. So the Otav~1os 
t:odC\Y can b(-:1 sa.id t2 h(:tV~ a. Ca tholic-p~ga_n ~:elig:i.on. -
Lilo Linke makes a broad statement that is not quite 
true today because of its all-inclusiveness, but which 
reveals a question as to the effectiveness of the work of 
the Roman catholic Church among the Indians: 
'rhere is no doubt that all Iri.dians today profess t:he 
catholic fciith, and t.hat the yea:r for them revolves 
around their religious holidays as much as around t.heir 
agricultural occupations. Yet how far the abstr~ct con-
c:r::pts of Ch:d.stianity are understood by tl1e eart:hbound 
Indians, how far they are mixed with or contradicted by 
pagan beliefs, no one has yet properly studied.24 
24 Lilo Linke, Ecuador, Countrv of Contrasts (London: 
oxford unive)~sity Press~--I96o)~,-··-p:-64.·-·- ~-··-··-··-- ---
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Basically the religion of the Indians is still pagan, 
being a form of animism with a superficial coat.i.ng of Roman 
Cat.ho.licis app,lied even though this was not the original 
intention of the church. Dale states: 
Catholicism has not accomplished anyt~ing more than a 
change of idols. • • . A prominent anthropologist: told· 
us that what the Spaniards tried most to destroy is the 
very thing which the Indian today !las preserved almost 
intact, that is, his old religion. 5 
Orbe gives a little more insight into the matter by saying: 
The Catholic religion in the colonies util.i.z.ed all 
possible recourses to establish the bridges and connec-· 
tions between the traditional religious beliefs and the 
new; the religious festivals of thE; Indians began to be 
substituted with other Catholic practices on the same 
days .••. However, the new ways could not be adapted 
to the proper forms and specifics of Catholicism and 
were combined with the primitives, so that it act:ually 
resulted in mixed practices and services.26 
The IndicHlS down through the centuries have .had a 
very strong fear of the evil spirits. They worship them to 
appease them so that the evil spirits will not do them any 
harm. The saints a1:e evil spirits \•iith Christian names. 2 7 
lm indifferent, materialistically-minded church has done 
little to bring ab6ut a true relationship with God who is 
stronge:c and able to sub¢lue the evil spirits. Instead, "as 
25oale, o:e.. _s_it .• , p. 12 5. 
26orbe, ££· £~~., pp. 112-113. 
translation.) 
(This is a fx:ee 
27opinion expressed by Taita Nicol~s Concha, Otavalo 
Indian 1 in a personal interview. 
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long as the Indians labored, obeyed the law, and left their 
sucres at the church, state and church have been indifferent 
to their fate.,1128 
While it is not done so much out in the open where 
the stranger. can see it, spirit worship is still very defi-
nitely carried on. One.~issionary reported that he and his 
wife once came upon a bowl of native f~rmented drink up on 
the side of a mountain which was later identified to him as 
being an offering to the spirit of the mountain. 29 Hamilton 
points out the importance of worshipping the evil spirits: 
Each group of families placates the evil spirits, 
"marries~) the spirit of each new house to the spirit of 
the land, and 11 feeds 11 the ancestors. 'l'he Roman Church, 
while physically prominent, is limited in its influence. 
Its door seldom Ol?ens. 'l'he tJriest says mass only once 
' 30 -or tw~ce a year. __ _ 
Even the protestant church has not been completely 
free of. such mixtures of paganism and Chrisitanity. Gonzalo 
Rubio Orbe 1 an Ecuadorian, sees it much better than the for· .. 
eigner: 
l.Vhat one can affirm in this situation is that reality 
.itself Q_ff_E?rs a mixture of beliefs,_ gods 1 and rituals. 
The primitive fetishism, the naturalistic paganism~ is 
living together with the new Catholic monotheistic forms 
and practices and also the various protestant sects--
28
colJ.ier 1 2.2.· ~it_., p. 194. 
29 
' ' 1 h I' P J ct ' h f 1 Op1.raon expressec - y ,E,v. <:l.U • ~) .re1.c , .ormer y 
with United Andean Mission in Ecuador, a personal interview. 
30n~milt.on., 2J2.· s:i.t_., p. 22. 
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sometimes ·confusing and mixing the characteristics and 
forms; other times making an amalgamation t.hat makes it 
difficult to establish from \>Jhcre one form or another 
comes; frequently confusing the spiritual power and wis-
dom of the religious leaders with those of the witch 
doctors; it times alternating faith with superstition. 31 
The key person is not the priest of the church but 
rathe).:' the ~ {witch doctor} ·who has the power to appease 
and use the evil spirits: 
The mystical relationships the Indians feel with the 
sun, the rain, and the earth, and the powers of good and 
evil, all make the brujo an important person ir1 the com-
munity. His powers are respected by evBryone. 32 
The Indians look to their brujos chiefly as doctors who can 
cure their sicknesses.33 So strong is their faith in the 
powers of the brujo that "they nevex· consider t:he brujo' s 
actions in t:he light of rea son. The s:Lraplest trick fools 
the m\)st intelligent Indian. ;;34 There may be many who feel 
that the brujo accomplishes all of his feats through trick-· 
ery and "luck," but there are many missionaries ~,.o,;ho have 
expressed the belief that the brujos do have demoniac pm..,;ers 
at times. 
One area often looks to an_other area for brujos who 
are supposed to have stronger· pmvex:s than ·thc;d:c m·m brujos. · 
31orJ;e, £J2· .s_i~., p. 65. 
32collier, 9£· ~i~., p. 148. 
33.:l.J?.Jd., p. 145. 
34I1 · , 
. ...;...?.~~~ • I p. 148 . 
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'rhe Salasacas, some groups in Chimborazo Province, and even 
some groups of Indians in the jungle look to the Otavalos 
for their brujos, believing that they have stronger powers. 
The Otavalos, on the other hand, look to the Colorados on 
the western slope of the Andes or to the Indians of the 
: 35 Amazon basin for their·best bl:'UJOS. 
Either way one looks at the religion of the Indians--
whethor as Roman·catholic-dominated or as evil spirit-
dominated--it is basically one of feRr. They fear the tern-
poral pmvers of the chtn:·ch and they fear :·the powers of the 
evil spirits and the brujos who use their powers. God is 
recognized as a spirit who punishes evil but does not neces-
sarily reward for good~ Therefore, there is little ro6m for 
the concept of love as taught in the New Test.ament. Viihen 
there is a lack of rain or if it hails, God~~ punishing 
them for evil. ~he Otavalo Indian fears the spirits of Mt. 
Imbabura,·Lake San Pablo, and the waterfall. 'I'hey also have 
a strong fear of the spirit. of the rainbmv because thGy 
believe the sp"irit of the rainbmv vJill violate the virginity 
of the girls. There is also the fear that if one points his 
hand and.arm at a rainbow, the hand and arm will shrivel up 
36 
and be useless. 
36comment made by Nehwn Ce:r.da, jungle Indian pastor, 
Dos Rios, Tena, Ecuador, in a personal interview. 
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Because the Otavalo Indian has a more closely knit 
societ~ than the jungle Indian, his religion appears to have 
more meaning and a much sttonger hold on him. Not only is 
there the fear of the church and the brujo, but there is 
also th~ fear of his fellow man should he st~p out of line 
religiously and otherwise. 
Up to this point the discussion has centered on the 
differences in culture, economics, education and religion 
between the two groups. The Ind.ian has has·own distinct 
culture, and one needs to be very much aware of his way of 
life. Because he is a part of a society which functions as 
as a whole, an understanding of the economics of life is 
also very important. Education means different things to 
different groups--to some it means a way of getting ahead, 
but to others it means being indoctrinated by the enemy~-so 
that an undc~rstanding here will greatly aid. the comprehen-
sion of the problem. Understanding the religion of the 
Indian is important since it forms an integral part of the 
man, •and one cannot understand him if this part is not thor-
oughly understood. One. must analyze the tbtal man. 
~'lhile it must be acknowledged that there is much more 
to the subject than has been presented here,, it 1s hpped 
that this is enough to arouse the interest of the reader to 
the fact that culture \«iith its related areas forrns a very 
impo:r:·t<-J.nt. pa:r.:t of t-he problem at h<~ nc1. 
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If one is to better understand the culture and its 
related aspects, though, it will also be necessary to enter 
into a discussion on race relations. This is an area of 
extreme importance for any study concerning the Indians of 
the country as the society of Ecuador as a ,..;hole is not what 
one would call a truly integrated society with equality for 
all. 
CHAPTER III 
RACE RELATIONS 
Some authors have expressed the belief that there is 
' no true racial prejudice between the white man, mestizo and 
Indian. They say that the Indian \Aiho knows Spanish may 
easily become "mestizo" or "white" by changin9 his community 
setting and costume and that any prejudice is a matter of 
class rather than race.l 
However, in the opinion of the investigator, this 
does not appear to be the case. In all the contacts made by 
him where the question was asked, there was no individual 
who believed that racial ~rejudice does not exist. In fact, 
even among the whites there is a teeling of superiority if 
the skin of one is lighter than the skin of another. The 
darker skinned white has mixed blood according to the 
lig·hter complexioned white. Racial prejudice presents a 
very serious problem for any group \vorking with the Indian. 
In_th(~ way of int:yoduction to the problem of race 
relations, the following two references wlll serve to illu-
minate the situation that exists and what centuries of 
oppression have done to the Indian: 
lJohn Collier, Jr. and Anibal Buitron, 'l'he llsvakeninq 
V~ ] , '" \1 ( C11 ~ ~ ~ 'T" • ('h l. c c-1 0' 0 ul~I.~L ·v p ·.~.~· ;::; .~L +· y p -~ n ,- - ., I'"\ T,a-) --:.:--.. --;;·o·---·-·•-.. _<:-__ ,;.:!;~1,.. -J .I.I,...O':JU• ~ '..J ~- ~ l.t.;,,:,;:,, .L':J}';:J 1 fJ• ';:).), 
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A famous :Bolivian author writing in 1956 and r~flect­
ing accurately the opinion of the oppressor classes 
says, "The !ndi.an is a sphinx. He inhabits a hermetic. 
·world, inaccessible to the 'Nhi te and the Mestizo. We do 
not understand his forms of life nor his mental mechan-
isms. We speak of the Indian as a mass factor.in the 
nation: in truth we are ignorant of his individual 
psyche and his collective drama. The I~dian lives. The 
Indian acts and pro~uces. The Indian does not allow 
himself to be understood. He does not desire communica-
tion~ Retiring, silent, immutable, he inhabits a closed 
world. The Indian is an enigma."2 
r.rhe Indian is not only at the bottom of the social 
and economic order in the Andean republic, he is 
regarded as a distinct caste. tn his contacts with 
the people of the towns and cities, he expects to be 
treated as inferior, to be served last, to take what is 
left, and to do t~e things which are beneath the dignity 
of the white man. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, alcoholic beverages 
seem to be-.! one-! of the few things that will cause an Indian 
to s-peak up. I,ikev.;ise, it is only when he is drunk that the 
Indian feels himself the equal oi any white. 4 
The problem-·-like most problems in li.fe···~has two 
sides to it. First, the Indian has been abused so long that 
he has resigned himself to his fatci and, secondly, the 
white, for the most part, refuses to change hi~ attitude 
2Kei th lL Hamilton, .Q.ll.}1ES'J! QrC?.~.th il}. _!:hq. !-lA.:~fh :.~DQS~. 
(Lucknow, U. P., India: Lucknmv Publishing House, 1962) , 
p. 7. 
3J. Merle Davis, "The Economic and Social setting," 
J~!:!Eli~D-~ .S?.f _!:}1e J:?J:.9.!!. -~~_9-~~. V~. Stanley Rycroft (ed.) (Nmv 
York: . Committee on Cooperation in Latin America, 1946}, 
P• 78 e 
4
collier 1 op • sJ.~!:..• t p • 97 • 
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towards the .Indian. As a result, the ..?..!.~t~~ g~Q continues 
generally. This problem is far more serious in the sierra 
than in the o~iente where the influence of the white man is 
quite limited in comparison because of the proportion of 
white to Indian and the type of economy. 
Discrimination takes upon itself many forms in the 
sierra. One of the most readily seen forms is that of dis-
crimination in transportation. Many times a bus will stop 
for a white or mestizo while passing by an Indian. vJhen the 
bus does stop for an Indian, he often has to get on through 
the back door and must remain in the back of the bus. Often 
times when they do get a good seat, they have a hard time 
keeping it. One missionary, having purch.ased reserved seats 
for himself and some Christian Indians once had to defend 
the ·right of the Indians to their reserved seats. Presum-
ably, ~hen he had purchased the seats, the clerk had figured 
that they would be for white people. 
Extortion and cheating are a common practice by the 
whites ag<dJJStc the Indian. 'l'he Indian iE; often overcl~arged 
for the things he purchases. He usually has to waif until 
the whites are served even though he was there first. 
The Indian often sees injustice in the case of the 
police and the courts. After seeing a white robber, whom 
the Indians themselves had captured in the act of robbery, 
turned loose without punishment by the white police, one 
Indian tribe, the Salasacas, decided to form a vigilante 
organization to protect themselves. They now do their. ovm 
patroling of .their tribal area from 8:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. 
and they exercise swift judgment on anyone caught in their 
area sirice they cannot depend on the white police. 
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There is also apparent discrimination in the area of 
education. Although .the total Indian population far exceeds 
that of the white, the Indian seldom is seen in the univer-
sities as a student.. The Indian is not given the opportun-
ity t6 better himself even though he is reported on the 
average to have more intelligence than the white. 
i\lthough treatment could be successful i.n most cases, 
an Indian mother more often than not would rather take her 
ill baby, dehydrated from diarrhea, home to die rather than 
leave the baby in the hospital for fear the baby would die 
there. J:f an Indian dies, the attitude seems to be, "so 
\'.1hat?" One ·Indian man diEld and· it was not until a day or 
so later that. a friend, coming to visit him, found him not 
in the hospital but in the morgue. Since it was and Indian, 
no effort was made to advise the family o£ the dc-:Jceased. 
The problem of relations exists also between the mis-· 
sionary and the India11. The missionary, because of his own 
culture, is often guilty of thin~.i.ng like the white man. 
The Indian is quick to notice the simularity and, therefore, 
to him the missionary is also suspect. 
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Because of more simularity between cultures, the mis-
sionary. often associates more freely with the white national 
even though his work is supposed to be primarily with the 
Indian. Let a white man come into his house and he serves 
him coffee in the best dishes or at least in the ones the 
missionary normally uses himself. The Indian, however, is 
served out of an old battered enameled cup. 'l'he white is 
invited into the dining room but the Indian is kept in the 
kitchen. 
Possibly because there are less \'ihites in the jungles 
and, therefore, less oppression, the missionary is more 
readily accepted--provided, of course, that he does not make 
himself obnoxious deliberately. Or it may be that because 
the jungle Indian is cleaner generally and more willing to 
accept the viays of the whit('! man that there is less cause 
for poor relationships between the missionary and Indian. 
Sometimes it appears to be more a question of pity 
rather than love and identification on the part of the mis-
sionary. One feel~ sorry for the Indians, so he tries to 
help t:hem out of their "terrible" state of life \¥hen ac·tu·-
ally he should be walking along beside them, re~lizing that 
he, too, is a condemned sinner except fbr the mercy of God. 
This does not mean, though, that one is to change his 
culture and try to become Indian. Two anthropologists 
attempted to do this in Chimborazo Province of the cEmt.ra1 
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highlands •. They ate, slept, and dressed like the Indians, 
trying to assifuulate themselves as much as possible into the 
culture of the Indians. Finally, after a frustrating period 
of time of less than desired acceptance, one of them asked 
some of the Indians why they were not accepted. The reply 
wc.'s very simple and to the point: "Yom: mother is not.· an 
I d . ..s n J.an. On the other hand, though, some of the mission~· 
aries in the same province are being accepted by the Indians 
because they are showing the Indians a true sense of humil-
ity.·in spite of their differences in culture. It 1s so 
n~ticeable that even some of the jungle Indians are noticing 
the relationship. 6 
Anotlwr failure in the missionary~~ Indian relationship 
is that of failing to recognize that the Indian cultures (as 
well as most of all other Latin Jl,merican cultures) are male-
domina.ted and male-oriented. The placing of a woman---espe-· 
cially a single woman mis~ionary--in a place of leadership 
g~eatly frustrates the situation and more often than not 
hinders tho WPrk ~ecause-in the eyes o_f __ the native she can 
not speak v;ith authority". If Christianity is valid, th0n 
why is not the ma.n speaking instead of the \voman? Even the 
h ~story reported by Gospel Missionary Union mission-
aries in Chimborazo Province. 
6opinion expre.:;sed by Santiag-o Calapucha, president 
of the National· Indian Committee, Christian and Missionary 
Alliance and pastor of Pano church, a personal interview. 
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use of single women missionaries in working \'Jith married 
Indian women has limited usefulness because the women are so 
dominated by their husbands that they do little independent 
thinking for the~selves. The woman missionary will be much 
more respected in a supportive ministry, such as nursing, or 
in "";orking \vith children than she ever could hope to be in 
a major leadership type of ministry involving adult men and 
\\'omen .. 
Another reason why there is less race relation prob·-
lems in the jungles is possibly because the Indian there 
respects the station in life of the miss :i.onary. 'J~he Indian 
is looking for nEl~l and higher rungs on the;; ladder on his 
cl:Lm'b from social ob_livion to new heights of glory. The 
sierra Indian, because of his mental block, seems indiffer~ 
ent to the need for change. 
The Dos Rios 7 situation is unique concerning rela-
tionships in that the location was at one time an hacienda 
that utilized a debt peonage system to maintain its labor 
force. The mission set. the Indians free from 'l-:heir debts 
·---
when the property came under the control of the mission. 
The Ind~ans were given the right to work the land of the 
hacienda for their own gain. In some ways the Indian has 
?christian and Missionary Alliance mission station 
located just outside of Tena, provincial capit~l of ~apo 
P1.:-ovince. 
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transferred his dependency on the .29t_~ (landlord) of the 
years gone by to the resident missionary. 'I'his dependency 
is in evidence even to t.his day. Good relations 1 therefore I 
have been much easier to establish and maintain. 
Relations between the Christian and non-Christian 
Indians in the sierr~ are very poor. One reason for this is 
that Christianity tends to break down established patterns 
of the group concept and also to disrupt the fiesta system. 
The Christian is treated as an outcaste. Also, since there 
is such a close tie to the white man, this also affects the 
overall relationship. The Christian violatEJS the centuries 
old traditions of his forefathers. 
In the jungle, though, becam>e the grqup spirit; ar,~d 
fiesta system are not so strong, .the Christian :i.s allowed to 
live his life without so much pr~ssure from the group. At 
times pressure is brought to bear especially in the matter 
of being forced to drink intoxicating -~E;i.~:h.~, a fermented 
native beverage, but this is rare in comparison t.vith what is 
done in the sierra. 
The Indian in the jungle has earned for himself and 
his Christianity considerable respect from his neighbors. 
Because of changed living habits, the infant mortality rate 
is very much lmver than that of the non--Christians. Also, 
the Christian Indian is often paid more by his employer 
becau~e he knows the Christian will give an honest day of 
work and that he is not burnt out physically from the many 
effects of alcoholisrn. 8 
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One final factor which greatly aff(-3Ct.s relationships 
between white and Indian is that of language. The missiOn-
ary who a·ttempts to reach the Indian through the language 
of the white na tiona 1~-·~Spanish--viill often find himself to 
be suspect. It is just another relationship to t:he oppres·-
sor of the Indian. Then, too, there is the problem of non-
understanding. More harm is done in the world today because 
of the failure of communication than what is proba.bly done· 
with malice aforethought. Find a missionary who has a good 
relationship with the Indians, and you will usually find a 
man who speaks t.heir language fluently. 
It is quite evident, therefore, that prejudice does 
exist in racial relations, not only between the v;hite 
national and the Indian, but also bet\'Jeen the missionary and 
the Indian. These problems have been present for centuries 
in the case of the white national and for approximately 
seventy years·"in the :case" of the evangel-ical missionary. 
•rhese problems will not be easily overcome. They take many 
forms and it behooves the missionary to understand and over-
come as many of them as possible. The understanding of the 
8cornment by Rev. Morrison Fuller, Christian and Mis-
sionary Alliance missionary to Ecuador who has worked exten-
sively among both jungle Indians and white nationals. 
cultural and racia 1 problems nov,J leads to a discussion of 
methods as to how one can best work among these people in 
view of the obstacles that he faces. 
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CHAPTER IV 
M.I<JTHODS IN EVANGEI,ISM 
In view of what has been discussed in the preceding 
chapters, one now comes to the practical side of the prob-
lam--suggested methods of evangelism that can be used in 
view of the problems of culture and race relations. May it 
be mentioned again that the following are not intended to 
be considered as absolutes, but rather in the form of guide-
lines for the interested individual. 
Many times the missionary becomes discouraged and 
dissatisfied with his work when he sees no visible fruit for 
many yea.rs. He comes to the conclusion that his rnet.hods art':! 
all \vront:f. 'l'hey may or they may not be wrong, but one nEieds 
to remember that the time of God may not necessarily be the 
time o~ the worker. Dr. Nida quotes Hendrick Kraemer: 
some mistakes have arisen out of a false time per-
spective, for missionaries did not realize that it took 
some four centuries to evang·elize the Belgians 1 three 
centuries for the Frisians, and at least an equally long 
time for Germany, despite the great _prestigE:: of Christi-
anity as
1
a political and religious force in Weste~n 
Euroope. 
Therefore, one must be careful that he does not jump to 
lEugene Nida, Customs and Cultures (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1954) I 'P--:--2'5-5'";" ciTii:'lg~i{"en"cil~-ick Kraemer I ~~:'!)_~ 
£:.h.E.2:.~:!:i~9.!!.. !'1.£S~?.:.9.2. i!]_ .~1.. ~:.lJ.-·.~1!!)--:.~!J.:.~.D .. ~!.<?I"l.Si. (Ne\v York and 
London; Internat.iona:.. Missionary Council, reprinted 1947), 
p. 178. 
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conclusions. There have been movements toward God in some 
areas using the same methods that have produced no movement 
in others, bu~ it sometimes jusi: takes time. Patience is a 
virtue that all Christian workers need. 
There needs to be a clear understanding of what evan-
gelism or communicating the Gospel really is. Some indi-
viduals apparently ar~ only interested in making superficial 
contacts, tbink1ng that they have fulfilled the commission 
of Christ to reach ever.y creature with the Gospel. Follow·~ 
ing t:he massacre of the five missionaries in Ecuador in 1956 
there were a rash of ill-thought-out schemes to evangelize 
the Auca Indians, one of \¥hich \vas the dropping of scripture 
portions {in English, no less) from an airplane. Hamilton 
points out the problem quite well: 
'I'hey did not come as invited guests, nor to groups 
already interested and ready to accord a receptive hear-
ing to t:he \'lord, as had beEm the case invariably in the 
ea:clier phase of the \vork. 'l'hey broke ne\¥ ground in the 
"regions beyond." In many villages they were given a 
welcome at first and were able to report good meetings 
in several places. But in the absence of any previous 
local interest, and failing to organize their results, 
'chey did not have the success \vhich had at tended the 
earlier efforts of either the missionary who responded 
to invitations, or the groups of believE~r.s \vho had gone 
out to evangelize among their relatives in the neighbor-
inc:-r·villages.2 
Evangelism involves sowing the seed, the Word of God, by 
------·--·---
2 Keith E • Ham i 1 ton , .Qb;.:!_fS h .9~-9.':~. t h. 1- n !:,ll_~ J.-J.:.L9l~. }\ -q.2:§J::'2. 
(LuckncM, U. P., India: Lucknm•l Publishing House, 1962), 
p. 51. 
. i 
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word and action in a form that is easily understood. Then 
it must be·nurtured, and that takes time. 
Inter-mission and inter--missionary differences as to 
methods has always posed a problem for the work. Missions 
are composed of missionaries, and missionaries are made up 
of some of th(~ most indiviCJ.ua1ir;tic peoples on the face of 
the earth. Each miss.ionary, each mission fE:els that it 
knmvs the "best" way to n~ach a people. Consequently, "each 
had its own • a priori • ideas as to how mission vwrk should 
be carrie~ on."3 The resulting confusion .often retarded 
church growth. Some missions subsidized practically every·-
thing while others were very stringent with their funds. 
Some. built beaut:Lfnl buildings, ot.he:es remained .. na t.ive 11 as 
much as possDJle. Some stressed the social gospel while 
others limited their teaching to ideological concepts of 
abstract Bible teaching. Consequently, the poor native who 
was often torn by dissatisfaction \'ii1:h his old ways was fur-
ther torn by the confusion iri the evangelical movement. 
It now appears th21t extremes in eit.her direction can 
be harmful to the cause-6f Christ. Extremes.in the direc-
ti.on of the social gospel give the Indian no spiritua 1 fou.n·-
cla tion, "Vlhile extremes in the opposite direction tend to 
leave him \·Jith beliefs that are irrelevant to life. 'rhe 
3J'b' ..:J 
. ,...: __ 2:,':::!., • I p '' ~_)Q • 
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point is made clear by Hamilton who states: 
The task of missions is not primarily 11help these 
poor people" by giving them money, food, clothing, edu-
cation. The primary task is to give them Christ and let 
Him ·empower them to love their neighbor's as themselves. 
No amount of charity given to them by missions will do 
highlanders as much good as their learning to minister 
to the real need of others.4 ' 
It is intere.sting to note that he does not rule out helping 
them soci.a lly, but rather that: the emphasis should be first 
placed on the spiritual needs of man which should then 
result in a natural outflowing to t.he temporal needs of 
others. 
Unfortunately, this has not always been evident in 
tho cas<:1 of the Otavalo Indians. Tm1ding more 2md mor~:: · 
to\vard a materialistic society (much the sa.me ar:; in the 
western cultures), there has been a considerable lack of 
care for others on the part of the Christians-··possibly 
because they have been taught more in an abstract fashion. 
This failure was quite vividly illustrated on one occasion 
\vhen a Christian !Ein~, or work party, was planned in \vhich 
there \vas t.o be no intoxicating chicha served. It turned 
out to be more non-Christian ·than Christian because of. the · 
lack of participation by the Christians. A near riot almost 
resulted when the minga leader failed to produce the usual 
chicha. It \vas only through much persuasion on the part of 
4rt:t~l·, p. 113. 
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the missionaries that the men accepted money in its place to 
go buy th(-=ir own chicha. Otherwise, they would have forced 
the Christian minga leader to go to the ~n,j;_in~, or local bar, 
to buy them drinks, and they probably would have forced him 
I 
to drink also. Asked later why they had not participated in 
the minga, the missing Christians replied, "He did not help 
. r,: 
us so '"e would not help him! u:> 
One must realize, of course, that the basic factor 
above all for church growth is the "indwelling Christ." 
Hamilton, quoting Donald McGavran, says: 
Hadiant personal faith on thE..~ part of younger and 
older churches, ministers and m:Lssiona:c:Les, laymEm and 
youth is an irreplaceable factor. Everything else can 
be there, but if this is absent, church qrowth scarcely 
, evm: occur.·s. Conversely, when there is authe:.1tic spir-
itual fire, all difficult circ~mitances are surmounted.6 
This does not go so far to say, though, that the missionary 
or minister who has outstanding success in one area is guar-
anteed equal success in another except as God works. 
One o~ the biggest difficulties is the culture of the 
missionary himself. The missionary may have a thorough 
understanding of a well balanced, relevant message. How-
ever, all too often it has been presented from "the white 
SExperience related by Sra. Marjorie Miller de Endara 
·of Otavalo, a former Christian and Missionary Alliance mis-
sionary--a personal interview. 
6 'l'- 't Ha.nn.. ~..on, ,9.J.>.. c ?.:...::. • , 
McGavi:an. 
p. 99, quoting Donald A. 
' 1. 
' 
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man's point of view and ••• therefore bound to fail. 11 7 
Even the Roman Catholic Church is awakening to this fact 
when it was reported that: 
More often than not, they (the foreign priests} are 
better educated and more zealous than the native 
I 
priests, but inevitably, they are ~lso separated to a 
large extent from the culture of their parishioners.B 
Passing through the foreign culture of the mission-
ary, the Judeo-Christ.ian concepts often n~cei.ve a decidedly 
11 gritv:Jo-ized 11 or westernized flavor~ The missionary tends, 
therefore t.o be prejudiced by his own culture. Lind sell 
states: 
Sine\-:! the missionary is human, the chances are that 
he, too, will tend to think and to evaluate other cul-
turc.-'?.s against his background ctnd with the unspoken 
,assumption that whatever is not in agreement with his 
culture is sorneho~-suspect. 9 
Because the highland Indi~n has a much more well 
established culture and is less willing to bend to the ways 
of the missionary, the missionary sometimes thinks this is 
wrong and commences to make enemies for the church by hi.s 
efforts to "purify 11 the culture. The jungle Indian, on the 
other. hanK, is much more- susceptible and conforms more 
7r,ilo r,inke I ~~ua_gQ_~, .9.S.:~!ntfY_ 21~ .£2.nj;£~.?..t~ (London: 
.Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 65. 
8
"rat.in America: A Divided Church," Time, I.atin 
American edition, vol. 92, no. 8 (August 23,-f96-8), pp. 
40-·41. 
9 Ha :co 1 c1 ·Lind s c~ 11 , l:Lt.!?_~i._b_~?}YJ.lZZ REi ~l9)~P-ls~ 9.D.ci. EE..C?:.':~~~.~-c ~~· 
(\vest:wood, N. ,T.: Pleming H. F<.evell Company, 1955}, P. 278. 
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readily to the culture of the white man. Thus, this problem 
of "purify" the culture is not so great among the jungle 
Indians as it is amongst the sierra Indians. 
Then there is the problem of language. Many times 
one thinks of learning a language as bEd.ng a' one-vvay street 
to communicate the Gospel to the native. Nida points out, 
though, that: 
The proper use of language is not only the key to 
open the hearts of non-Christians, but it can also help 
to open the culture-closed heart of a missionary to the 
unsuspected needs and aspirations of the people. 10 
The initiative of contact almost always will be in 
the hands of the missionary. bnce in awhile it will be 
reversed when an Indian will come seeking, having been moti-
vated by some remote incident or working of the Holy Spirit, 
but this is rare, although possibly genuine. The mission-
ary, for the most part, is the one who will have to do most 
of the adapting--not the Indian. Lindsell states: 
For the missionary, any effort to understand the 
people to whom he ministers is almost bound to be uni-
lateral . . . therefore, one of the :primary problems 
for the missi6nary is the wr4pping in which he brings 
the Gospeli and his -personal understanding of the people 
and his ability to adapt himself to their envftonment 
rather than their adapting themselves to his. 1 
Without adaptation there will be very little communication 
between missionary and Indian. 
10Nida, S?E.· s:J..:.~-·, p. 252. 
llL. d 11 :tn se .. _, .9.J~· ct_t. , p. 277 • 
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In the early days of mission work little thought was 
given to the subject of anthropology a~ a means of improving 
the effectiveness of the work of the missionary, and even 
today some missions are failing to realize the importance of 
anthropology as Rycroft explains it: 
• • • any work undertaken must be based on a thorough 
understanding of the way of life, the customs, supersti-
tions, ceremonies, motivations, values, behavior pat-
terns and group relationships of the Indians themselves. 
The message of Christ and the pmver of His Gospel can 
transform the Indian if they are presented as something 
related intimately to his own life, rather than as an 
exotici religion.l2 
This does not mean that anthropology is an answer in 
itself, but rather that it is a valuable tool that should be 
exploited. The purpose of anthropology does not mean that 
one is t.o lose his ovm identity~-·vihich is practically impos~ 
sible anyway--but rather to be flexible and responsive to 
the differences in cultures. Nicla points out that: 
Identification with people is not attained by wearing 
a breechcloth, eating manioc and termites, or dwelling 
in a grass hut; what really counts is having a mind 
which can understand, hands which join with others in 
common ta.sksi and a heart \'ihich responds to others' joys 
and sorrows. 3 --~,- - , 
' . --·· .. -: .' .· - ', --:- -- . . --
Another possible 'ba 1: ri.er to rea 1 church growth has 
been the "mission station approach. 11 'l'he Indian looJ<.s at: 
12
r•l St ] • R ft 11 111 T'I' ·t ··· ~ 1 ' tt' 11 ~. an .ey ycro ., 1e £1B .ox1ca se. 1ng, 
.I~d~~L!§_ 2.t tl!£ f.~igb. ~.!!.9~s, W. Stanley Rycroft (eel.) (New 
York: Committee on Cooperation i.n J_,a tin America, 1946), 
p. vii. 
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the mission station as the place where the rich missionaries 
live. Ever~thing pertains to the mission, and the Indians 
often find it. very hard to relate to such an extensive com-
plex as being really there for them. Hamilton ritates: 
• • • \\ie \<iOnder .:if lack of growth was not due in 
large part to the fact that the method of work of the 
Evangelicals was exclusively the mission station 
approach. This mode of working is too foreign, to easy 
to encircle and bottle up, too open to immediate retali-
atory action against those who become Evangelicals, and 
too open to "external" imitation. Competitive schools 
and clinics can so easily be set up on the other side of 
the roaa.l4 
The mission station has almost the same approi:1ch as 
the medieval castle had centuries ago--only this is not the 
Middle Ages but the latter part of the 20th century. Popu-
1at.ion .i.s growing so fast that the church is not keeping up 
in proportion t.o the population growth. Simple addition is 
not enough: 
Someone has made the incisive observa·tion that in the 
mission station approach, there is a "bring them in" 
attitude, ~hile in the more fruitful experiences 
described in this study there is a "send them out" sys-
tem. Which sugge$ts •.• that Type A is content with 
piling up shea~es, while Type B by divine alchemy-plus 
transform;..; sheaves.· into farmer.s with seeds. ~rhe former 
is church grmvth by addi ti9n i t.he la t:·ter is church 
growth by multiplication.!~ 
The mission station approach centers too much on the mis--
sionary. 1\s has been already discussed, the missionary is 
14Hami 1 ton, QE. .c;J_t_. , p. 64. 
I 
J. 
j 
1 
I 
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already suspect, which means that the mission station 
approach is just one more obstacle in the way. 
The qu~stion then arises: 
. what should be done when propert:y has been 
bought and missionary residences built and stations 
established? There is no simple an~nver to this most 
ser~ous question.which Methodists and many others face. 
This much can be said. A chief goal for all such work-
ers to hold clearly before them is that the outcome 
expected is the m11lt:i.plication of bands of believers and 
that the way to obtain this is not to engage in vaguely 
preparatory labors hoping that sometime, somehow, 
churches will start growing. If the mission station can 
renounce all methods which do not establish bands of 
believers and embrace a 11 \vhich do, then it will sur-
mount its handicaps and introduce the Gospel to new 
sub~t-:ribes •16 
Keep the property if necessary but get the chu:r:ch away from 
the station~ Meet the people on their own gTound. A church 
in a home is more effective than a church on the compound of 
a foreigner. All too often the only thing missionary about 
a mission church is the resident missionary. On the other 
hand, the indigenous church often becomes truly missionary 
in spirit .• 
Another difficulty the missionary encountr:lrs is the 
problem of abst:ract teaching. ·The Indic:m norma 11y does not 
think in abstract terms wh:i.J.e the missionary does to a large 
extent. vvhat seems so clearly logical to the rniseionary 
leaves the Indian completGly in the dark or with a mistaken 
p. 82 • 
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conception of what the real meaning is. The Indian sees 
li.ttle relevance of the abstract to his mm needs. Rycroft 
points out that: 
The Indians have clung tenaciously over the centuries 
to their traditions, beliefs, superstit~ons, customs, 
and ways of life and when a foreigner appears among them 
and tries to make a purely ~deological or doctrinal 
approach with his·rel.i.gion, he does not, as a rule, get 
very far. It is difficult for the Indian to fully 
understand the new religion even if he wants to. Terms 
such as sin, salvation, faith and grace, even when 
translated into the Indian language (if they can be), 
will not have the same content and connotation as they 
have for the miisionary brdught up in an entirely dif-
ferent culture. 7 
To further point out the significance of this point, the 
missi.onari(~S in Chimborazo Province expressed amazement at 
se(-Jing how God was moving men to action through the simplest 
kihd of sermons prea~h~d by the Indians that for the most 
·part were far beneath the level cif sermon that the mission-
ary would ever think of preaching.l8 Sometimes the mission-
ary finds even when he attempts to preach on a kindergarten 
level that he is not getting through to the people. 
To overcome the problem of abstract concepts requires 
considerable effort on The part of the missionary. Recog··· 
nizi.ng the problem is the first step. 'I'hen one needs to 
present the Gospel in a practical rather than abstract way 
17n.ycroft., 9..P..· s;j.t., p. 301. 
18opinion expressed by l.Tirn Jackman, Gospel Missionary 
Union· missionary, in a personal interview. 
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or at least.in a way that can be applied to life on a level 
that. the Indian understands--often at the level of under-
standing of a, child. Above all the truths being communi~· 
cated must be ·demonstrated in the life of the communicator. 
Much teaching has been negative, leaving a void in 
the life of thE~ individual that goes unfilled. When this 
void.is not filled with positive Christian ways, it remains 
to be filled by the old ways of life in the moment: of \'ieak-
ness. Dale points out. the need for dynamic·power for better 
living: 
The approach to t.he Indian has, in a large mea sure, 
been negative, the Gospel having been presented as a 
prohibitive factor in life rather than a dynamic power 
for better living •••. Because of this negative 
approach, m<:l.ny of the basic neE!ds of the Indian 
-christians remain unsatisfied and they return to their 
forrne:r. ways.l9 
Many times the missionary is tempted to rely on meth-
ods us~d successfully in other areas of the world, not con-
sidering the differences in cultures. Each situation must 
be looked upon as being unique. Just because it works in 
thq :jungl.en ___ qqes n9t necessarily mean t.ha t it must. work in 
the highlands. Although there may be.sim:i.la:rities in 
groups, each one must be treated in its own way, using the 
methods that are best suited to that particular group. 
l9John 'I'. Dale, 111\nthropology, 11 .In ... c}A:fl:D.§. g_f .'\::.h_~ k!is.b. 
Ar:~.Q_'?..§_, H. Stanley Ryc~o:ft (f:ld.) (Ne•:J York: Committee on 
Cooperation in Latin America, 1946), p. 148. 
I 
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Sometimes the attitude prevails amongst missionaries 
that the only thing necessary for them to do is to evangel-
ize the pagan. However, the newborn babe needs love and 
nurture. It cannot be abandoned. Neither can a newborn 
babe in Christ be abandoned. Bishop Barbieri, Methodis~ 
bishop in Argentina is thinking of the 11 \>Jhole" man when ho 
says: 
The Indian should be helped out o:E their miserable, 
almost subhuman conditions. The church should create in· 
them the conscience that th~y are real human beings and 
have the rig-ht to be remembered as children of God, 
equally redeemed by the love and sacrifice of Christ. 
This does not mean that just a change in their social 
conditions \'Jill make them Christian. Underlying all 
that can be done for their material and intellectual 
bett:erment, there should always be the Christian message 
and testimony and reli~nce on the Holy Spirit for the 
Ghangins Qf heart~s and the creat.ing of Christian com·~· 
munities. 20 
A proper balance must be attained if there is to be whole-
some g:r.owth, and this does not. come automatically. Hamil·ton 
demonstrates this by comparing the church to a growing per-
son: 
Churches do not gr·o~r; automat.ically •.•. 'l'he growth 
of a person like~.-\dse -is best achieved by a combination 
of fa.ct:on~. .PJ::oper diet., physica 1, menta.l, and spir-~ 
.itual exercises, obse:cvat.ior~ of certain rules of health, 
medical examinations at each stage of life are essential 
for wholesome growth. Yet an emphasis on any one of 
these to the e~xclusj.on of others could seriously damaae 
normal development. 21 
., 0 
.c.. Sante tJberto Barbieri, J~_nd.9~"f.~.l9.2.?ZE.:.El2. (New York: 
FJ::i.Entd:sh:i.p Pre~w, 1.961), p. 96. 
2ln~.unil t.on, .212.· s:L!:.•, p. 142. 
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John Ritchie, missionary to Peru of a past genera-
tion, recognized many principles that have been discus.sed 
thus far in this paper. Possibly one can learn much from 
him even yet: 
John Ritchie follmved up contacts so far as poss·ible. 
In each village he would be the guest of the person with 
whom he had been in correspondence. Most villagers quit 
\~o.rk for the period of his visit. \men they gathered to 
hear the message,. he usually began by speaking of the 
lost sheep and the Good Shepherd, a theme familiar to 
them. But he did not attempt to conduct a regular 
church service with singing, prayer, sermon, and bene-
diction~ After his discourse, he stayed and awaited the 
inevitf.lble questions. He praised the first questioners 
for their discernment, so that everyone who could think 
up a question of his own hastened to propound it. So 
far as possible, he found some verse of Scripture and 
read it out of the Bible. On it·he based his reply .. 
Thus the Gospel was brought into the people's lives~ 2 2 
Ritchie understood what it is to "gossip the Gosrel." '11here 
seems to be a natural outflowing interest for the whole 
individual in the method. He would even spend two or three 
days teaching whatever he felt the people could use--be it 
1 . . . 1 t . 1' t. 23 re ~g~ous, soc~a , or ma·er1a 1s·1c. Some.may be critical 
of his methods as being too much social, but he was able to 
relate the Good News to the whole life, not just to the 
intE:~lJ.ect. 
Along with the principle of relating the Good News to 
the whole man is the principle of "utility." Dale states: 
23J"b. d -~-2:.-.. • I p. 4-3. 
'. 
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Before a people accept an idea, truth or pattern of 
behavior, it must first be shown in a convincing manner 
to satisfy the needs and longings of the soul more ade-
quately than the ones they hold. Thus the first prin-
ciple for:, introducing Christian values is that of 
. "utility." It is well for us to remember that this fac~~ 
tor of utility must not be interpreted from pur point of 
view but from that of the people themse.tves.24 
If the missionary would keep in mind the concept of 
utility from the point of view of the Indian, he would not 
be so tempted to present a negative Gospel. For example, 
just because the social and recreational activities of the 
Indian associated with the Roman Catholic Church are usually 
occasions for dtinking and other things unac6eptable to the 
evangelical church does not mean that there is no need for 
social life and recreation. To the contrary, everyone needs 
sttch activities, and the missionary should seek for that 
which fulfills the definition of ~tility from a Christian 
point of view. If it means leaving the mission compound 
open so that the Indians may play volleyball on sunday, do 
it. It may mean that he will not ~eek his recreation and 
social life in the local cantina. After all, what is so 
different -between p1ayi11-g volleyball on S) . mday and taking 
a Sunday afternoon drive in heavy traffic which sometimes is 
far more fatiguing to the body than a volleyball game? All 
too often one tries to impose his cultural concepts. 
24nale, .21?..· s;L!;._., p. 141. 
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Many times the truths of the Gospel are taught in an 
abstract, indirect mefhod which, while the individual may be 
able to "parrot" them back, they may not necessarily be a 
part of him. This is a dangerous situation and all too 
prevalent among the Indians of the northern highlands. Dale 
points out the problem and the solution: 
Not only must he be given a well-defined group of 
ideas, values; motives and drives which are Christian 
and which give him a Christian "esprit de col:ps," but 
these must be presented to him directly and objectively 
in concrete patterns of behavior. Not to do this is a 
serious ~istake for otherwise, especially in times of 
crisis, the Indian will revert to old patterns ••.. 
Thus the Gospel must be concerned wi·th the v;hole of the 
Indian's life--~hi.s mind, person, soul, home, work, 
pleasures, attitudes and values.25 
Dale is quick to defend himself against those who 
\vould accusE~ h:i.m of advocating a purely "social gospel" and 
in so doing points out the problem of failing to understand 
and work within the group: 
It is scarcely·necessary to point out that we are not 
advocating "the Social Gospel" as a means of salvation. 
Salvatim1 is individual regeneration first and foremost. 
Up to the present time much of the work among these 
Indians has tended to detribalize by separating them 
from ~:[le comm1ini ty ~j.thotit integrating them into a com·· 
posite Christian group, thus deepening their sense of 
isolation and economic insecurity.26 
The group concept is of utmost importance in working 
.with the Indians of thE~ sierra. Because of the nature of 
25 b'd .:L.~--· I p. 143 . 
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his own culture, the missionary finds himself thinking and 
functioning more as an individual than the Indian does. 
This individualistic attitude carries over into missionary 
work as he attempts to reach the Indian on the same basis. 
'l'he results over the years show the failure. One has to 
appit'oach them in their frame of rBference: 
••• the Indian's (psychology) is certainly a pecu-
liar state of mind, the result of distrust born of ruth-
less exploitation, of primitive beliefs which have 
survived the centuries, and of rwcal :isolation. Above 
all, the Indian cannot be approached and be under~~ood 
as an individual, but only through his community. 
Remembering the- story of the Philippian ja:i.ler, as found in 
the Scriptures (Acts 17), one can better nnderstand how the 
church should g:cow "along lines of rela·tionship, with a com-
mi tted ma.n winning his fa t.her, brother-in·-l.a\v, other rela·~ · 
tives, J!eighbors, and their families." 2 8 This is the most 
logical way. The isolated Christian has a very rough road 
to follow and often falls into temptation when all alone 
with no one close at hand to encourage him. 
One point to remember in working with th~:! various 
~- --
groups :i.s that of local loyalty. ,Just bec.ause one group 
does something does not mean that the next group will aut.o-
matically follow suit. It is not like the Unit~d States 
27rJink, .2E· sJt:.. I p. 65. 
') 8-- .• t . t 7 . 
'"' Ham:u. on, 2.E.· .<?~~-·· , p. L1. 
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wher·e practically everyone is. so fad conscious in this day 
of rapid intercommunication. Fads spread from coast to 
coast almost pvernight with little thought of regional dif-
ference, but this is not true with the Indian and church 
growth in Latin America: 
This intense, local loyalty bears on church growth. 
What matters is one's own county and one's own people. 
If the evangelical faith is prospering in a neighboring 
county, this does not commend it. "To become Evangeli-· 
cals is exactly what people of that county would do. 
'l.'hey always have been a pom: lot" is much more likely to 
be the first reaction. Christians of one county will be 
much more influential within their own basin than out·· 
side it. That "our people" are accepting the Biblical 
faith is the good news which voiced in the basin's own 
.. . . t' 29 vernacu~ar carr~es conv~c 10n. u 
. The key \'lOrd is "our. II Identif:i.ca tion. 'h:i tb Ch:d.st:i.r.mity as 
their own has been the key in several cases, one of which is 
the recent progress in Chiinborazo Province. The Gospel 
Missionary Union had been working the area in a conventional 
fashion for many years. The Christian and Missionary 
Alliance and the Seventh Day Adventist had preceded them in 
the area with little to sho~.>i for the many years of labor. 
On .one or.:::c~)~d_qn in 1960 -one of the Gosp~). Missionary 11nion · 
missionary doctors was attacked in a small village and was 
barely able to escape with his life after a demonstration of 
resistance on his part. The ensuing publicity of the attack 
brought much attention to the clinic w6rk being done by the 
29 .. 1 
-1b J:.S... o 1 p • 17 • 
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doctor. As a result many whites started coming to the 
clinic because of the now famous doctor. However, seeing 
the whites monopolizing the clinic, the Indians became dis-
turbed and began to let it be known that the clinic was 
theirs. Always before it bel6nged to the mission. Since 
then there has been rapid growth in the churches of the area 
\vith a tot.al baptized number fast approaching 500 out of a 
total provincial popuiation of approximately 280,000~30 
This sense of community, belonging to the group, can 
not be overlobked if there is to be an effective ministry. 
Ha'milton states that: 
It is our conviction that if ways for highland 
Quechua converts to maintain communit.y with t.h;3i:C people 
can be found and stressed, groups of them will become 
11 seekers 11 as they did in the t.Yienties in Peru and the 
fifties in Bolivia.31 
This does not mean, though, that everyone is going to 
embrace the Gospel or be happy about Chris"t:ianity in gen-· 
eral. Many a cantina 0\vner and brujo are going to be 
unhappy over the loss of trade in much the same way as the 
Ephesian silvqrsmiJ~hs \•iere unhappy_ in. th.e day of the ~postle 
Paul. When the Chri.stiar1- is not isolated from his cuH:ure I 
the effect of his changed life bears a much more effective 
30opinion expressed by Gospel Missionary Union mis-
sionaries, in a personal interview. 
3 L·-··1-'t,'-o-·· on· ,...,J''- r "6 
.Llcll, .. J.L. 11 1 ..::::..&:~·- .::::.:.: •• '::.• 1 tJ• .) • 
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testimony to the world. Otherwise, Christianity takes on a· 
decided appearance as being the 11 religion of the foreigner" 
and is often rejected on that basis. It must be kept in the 
framework of their own culture, weeding out only those 
things which are diametrically opposed to the Gospel, but 
not forgetting to replace such things with Christian things 
to avoid a vacuum in their lives. 
Referring to the mission station approach once again, 
this system centers more on rc-laching the individual instead 
of the group. Actually the family group should be consid~ 
ered as the most important area of effort. A~faroily that 
·becomes Chrh;tian is often much stronger: than an equal num-· 
ber of isolated Christians who have been plucke~ from their 
group setting and who suffer persecution from oth(~r members 
of the family. It is well to·remernber that it is in the 
home tha·t the child is pr·epared for life. ';'The home should 
be made such a center of Christian influerice upon the child 
that he will be permanently shaped by it."32 This is not 
meant to belittle the importance ~f the school, but it 
should be kept in proper perspective. The school serves a 
very valuable purpose by providing adequate leadership for 
the future organized church and the community. This has 
been the example in the jungle area especially. The 
3 2na le, .<?J~. .~i.~ .. , p. 146. 
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leadc~r.ship in the Indian church has come from those educated 
in the mission schools. Also, it shoul6 be pointed out that 
these schools have had a very strong Christian emphasis. 
Y.lhere real grov;th is taking place, both in the nor·-
thcrn jungles and in the mountain province of Chimborazo, it 
is happening undm: their own leaders. r.,ittle has been 
accomplished where no real leadership has been developed. 
This does not mean just any individual can become a leader: 
Merely "leaders from amongst themselves," however, is 
not enough. Back of each case of outstanding growth is 
a man with a pastor's heart. This kind of leader is not 
serving for pay (either under ~~ssion or ~l1urch), but 
has a sense of divine calling.· 
·Finding such leaders involves. much prayer and c"!irJCipling and 
often tbnes much heartache for the missionary. 
The missionary has been reluctant in many cases to 
relax his grip on the situation, forgetting that he should 
be attempting to work himself out of a job i~ that area so 
that he may be free to move on elsewhere to other needy 
areas. Dale is critical of such situations: 
• • . the missioriar.y has made few attempts to ~nder­
stand the Indian's \·;a-y of _life. In addition, the mis-
sionary in most cases does all the wor.k, leaving little 
to the native worker .... The missionary does not seem 
to realize that his best work is to produce Christian 
leadership for t.he native church of -tomorrov,•. 34 
33Fic:::.n1J._ltc)n, "t 9~7 
'-' - QJ?..' .£.~::. • I p • • 
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.. 
Development of leadership is of prime importance. Some day 
the missionary may be force to leave. Therefore: 
The missionary must busy himself, as never before, 
with the task of preparing his national bret.hren to take 
over the leadership of the church, to share in the 
preparation of missionary plans and projects.35 
Possibly because of his hidden prejudices, the mis-
sionary feels that the Indian i.s not capable of runrUng 
things himself. However, Ritchie felt otherwise, and it is 
also being proven to the contrary in the jungl(;~ church 
today: 
Ritchie took no part in church discipline. He taught 
the congregations ·that the church was God's and theirs; 
each group vm s subject to the government of its own 
elders, and must learn to conduct its lifo under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit and in the light of Holy 
Scripture. The elders were encouraged to conduct the 
ordinary services, dedicate children, baptize believers, 
cel.ebra te the Lo:rd' s Supper, conduct ch\.l.rch marriage 
follo\ving civiJ. ceremonies, and bury their dead \vith 
Chr.:i.st:ian rites. Much of the elder's work, Ritchie 
agreed, was primitive, but it had the advantages of 
being indigenous, free in its development and command-
ing the devotion of truly awakened men and women who, 
through lacking much equipment, were interE..~FJted in their 
service.36 · 
'l'o develop leadership does not mean that the prospec-
tiv<:! candidifte~ should ·.be -·'Eaken. away to sorne isolated· piace 
to attend a formal school, but rather to work with him where 
35Barhieri, .QE.· sit., p. 136, quoting Charles 0. 
Butler, "La. vida y el mini.stm~io de las i.gles:i.as evangelicas 
en la America Latinap" (a report to the writer from a 
Methodist missionary :i.n Panama, 1959). 
36.:r. '1.<. . ~. 45 ham1. L-011, 2.2. El:l:. • , P · · · 
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he is on the loca 1 level. The reason for this is that: his 
economic situation as well as his culture will. not permit 
him to leave his local area. This is especially true in the 
sierra regions. Those who do leave their home area are 
often "spoiled" (by cutting the hair, changing their clothes 
and ways of living) so that they are not received back into 
their own group. 
One practical method of developing leadership and 
carrying on an effective ministry over a large area by one 
missionary is to: 
• invite the leaders to a preparatory Bible study 
which they can take to their own group on Sunday. This 
study could be held on one of the main market days . • . 
in the afternoons before they return to their villages. 
These studies would be geared to help them prepare their 
-v;eekly rnessa9es. Morc-1 complete training sho~1ld be given 
in special leadership training conferences.37 · 
Much has been said :i.n regard to indi9<:'mous church 
principles by various authors, and the subject has been dis-
cussed over and over again by missionaries and mission 
boards throughout the world. Dr. Donald NcGavran, though, 
recognizing the problem of group differences, has proposed 
.. --.~:- .· -. _· --:-- -·-
a. lW\JIJ set of principle:; which will be well worth not.i.ng at 
this point. He explains that "the people movement is a nor·~ 
mal way for the Christian faith to extend in any country 
37 Jake lclassen, "Methods for Attainment of Goals and 
Objoct:LveB," (pcl_por pP"pared for a conference report to the 
Ecuadorian mission of the Christian and Missionary Alliance, 
Quito, Ecuador, 1966). 
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among populations conscious of being separate tribes or 
peoples. "38 The people movemr:mt principles according to 
Dr. McGavran are the following: 
1. Churches made up of the people of one homogeneous 
unit grow better than those made up of people of 
several. Church growth is more rapid and healthier 
~hen it occurs in some one homogeneous unit. 
2. Churches expand better along lines of relationship. 
3. Church growth is· more vigorous when men as groups 
rather than as individuals decide to become Chris-
tian. Group conversion is a.valid and common way 
God works to ·increase His church. 
4. Homogeneous units are more open at one period than 
another. Churches should be alerted to responsive-
ness and be· mobile enm.1gh to reap fields as they 
ripen. 
5. Administration is most effective when it recognizes 
sociological structure and works with it.39 · 
It is quite evident in the above ~hat Dr. McGavran is con-
vinced that when there is a common unifying factor present, 
there will be more growth than when there is nothing to 
unify them. In the case of No. 2 above, he feels that the 
best growth occurs when there is some close tie of relation-
ship, whether it be a blood relationship or other very close 
tie. 
This idea of recognizing and maintaining division may 
seem strange to the North l~merican who is trying to ease or 
38 . lt . t Hanu .. ·on, .QJ?.· S_l,.._•, p. 48. 
3 911?):_~.• I PP• 116-123 • 
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erase racial and economic divisions in life in his homeland, 
but. it is st.ill a very real problem in Latin America between 
the Indians and whites. Hamilton, speaking in regard to the 
spreading of the evangeLical churches in the high Andes, 
sta t.es: 
. . . the social structure • . . plays an enormously 
i~portant part. For example, dedicated Christians from 
among the white, mestizo, urban populationsr far from 
naturally spreadin~ the faith among the Indians, will 
encounter resistance--not primarily because they are 
evangelicals but because they are ,"Spanish," "white," 
and "cu1tured."40 
A good example of this is found in one of the national 
Ecuadorian churches. After years of trying to understand 
each other, they have held to split int:o two nationa 1 organi-
zations--···one fo:r:· the whit.es and the other for the Indians. 
Another rwtional group which integrated whites and Indians 
resulted in an all-white controlled organization. It seems 
as though the poorest white leader usually dominates the 
the mdst'capable Indian leader. 
Last but not least. is the problem of proper staffing 
of an. area to be viOrked. 'rhe jungle area has had more mis-:-
sionaries per capita tha~ has the northern sierra region of 
the Otavalos. The Gospel MisBionary Union in contrast has 
staffed their area in the highlands very well and is now 
appanmi::ly reaping the benefits of more thorough coverage. 
40 -l 'd 1,,.?..;"!:~--. ' p. 8. 
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They are also working with a five-year plan as a guideline. 
Although it may be necessary to change it frequently, it 
still gives them some semblance of direction. 
J:t has been the purpose of this chapter.to consider 
the methods of the missionary in light of cultural and 
racial understanding. No one set of methods can be declared 
to be right. Each worker and each Indian is unique and 
requires understanding. Extremes are never the answer. 
\'>7hile working with individuals, one still must remember that 
the individual is a part of the whole cultu:ce ., Tho mission-
ary must understand himself as thoroughly as he understands 
. the Indian. Ne·::~ded also is a thorough comprehension o:E the 
spoken mc-!dium of communica tion~ .. -the languac:re. Old methods 
must beconstantly re-evaluated as the culture is always 
changing. The message must be relevant if it is to move the 
individual to action. Rote learning is not enough. The 
missionary should remember that he is not permanent, but he 
is an instrument to be used by God in establishing indige-
nous J.eade.J::_sh~~P. 
'I'his no\v brings the l:eade.r to want to knmv what the 
overall results have been and what are the prospects for 
future movement of the Indian towards God in these areas of 
E:cuador. 
. CHi\PTER V 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
Church work among the indigenous people of Ecuador 
has had its extremes in results even though.the methods and 
personnel in many cases have been the same. In some areas 
the work has been very fruitful while in others it has been 
very discouraging and frustrating. 
The work among the jungle Quechua Indians was a 
struggle for many years ·with very little fruit. At one time 
there was even consideration of closing down the jungle sta-
tion at Dos .Rios because it was so unfruitful. Today, Dos 
Rios is one of ttw largE:st evangelical chuz:ches in the cou.n-
try·--even in corr.parison i:o the white~ churches. From it and 
its sist.er church in nearby Pane has come an indigenous mis-
sionary movement that now includes nine centers and 508 bap-
tized believers, thei:r own pastors and an indigenous· church 
organization. The missionary is more of an administrator 
than anything else. Life for theindian has so improved 
that he is often the envy of the outsider.· Educational 
standards are improving each year and they have their own 
short-term Bible institute that meets once a year. Not just 
individuals, but whole families are involved in the church. 
Witch doctors no longer are a real threat and even some of 
them havE! been converted. 'I'he occasional bac1(sU.der. has not 
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hindered the .church as a whole. This does not mean that 
they do not have their problems· .. -·they do. However, their 
problems provide them with streng·th and maturity as they 
overcome them. 
In the northern highlands, mainly in reference to the 
Otavalo Indians, the picture is very discouraging. The 
church has been working in the area longer and yet has prac-
tically nothing to show for it in comparison. The small 
group that was established years ago in Agato near Otavalo 
has been d·\vindling. Many have left the· church because of 
the continuing problem of their old ways. There have bt.;H~n 
few new conve:r:ts ·to take their place and the place of tho::;e 
\vho have died. '1'he Indian work in Pic9-lqui and Cajas, a.reas 
on the fringe of the Otavalo Indian area, has larg~ly become 
white-dominated. Indigenous leadership is practically non-
existent. Only in a few isolated area~ is there promise of 
growth. !! ... ami lies as a group have not been reached v..;i th the 
Gospel. 'l'he missionaries involved in these areas are dis-
couraged ancL d)"vided as to"wha t. to do. Some say close the 
wo:rk wh:i.le others say continue it. There· is disagreement as 
to meth<xJs. C1u·istian Indians from othex· areas think the 
situation is practically hopeless. 
The &arne· qu<:~stion arises again as to why has there 
been this differing .responsc:.~. The investigator believes 
that the answer is to be found in understanding the cGlture 
in light of the racial problem of the country, and then 
applying the appropriate methods that fit the situation. 
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Some would believe that the problem is just cultural. 
Pedro Ignacio Porras Garc~s, a Roman Catholic priest, took 
this view \vhen he quoted Ignacio Bernal who said that, "the 
fundamental problem of Mexico is not economic, nor racial; 
it is simply cultural," 1 and ~pplied it to Ecuador. While 
this may be true in Mexico, it is questionable that the term 
"nor racial" is appropriate for here. Race and culture go 
together very definitely, especially in the country of 
Ecuador. The problem of racial differences dictates to a 
large extent the form of the culture. 
To be effective~, therE• fore, the missionary nmt>t 
undeistand not only the whole cultural situation, but the 
racia 1 problem as well. 'l'his also impl:i_es the thorough 
und~rstanding of his owri culture and race. 
Inherent in this understanding is the mastery of the 
conuuunica tion media--the lanquage of the Indian. Tcio much 
has been attempted withoqt~adequate ability in the language. 
•; --.·o: .·. 
If the missionary sp~nds a year in a special languag~ school 
learning Spanish, why is he not required to spend at least 
lPedro Ignacio Porras Garc~s, Contribuciones al estu-
. ,.. ---··---·-·----~--·- ···-- _ .. _~·-~ §.J:g_ s:l~. JL1. !:!.!5f.s_'£..<!129.Y:~ .. S':. h~~ s !::::9_~,~.9:. ~~. A2.?_ ~~!-~.:l.~.~ .Q.~ijg_~. Y. 
NL~.:='?!.{Y:~~J:..:U:. (5:!:1.~~<2 .~<:J?.Q.) 5:.12. -~-~- .!::~.SL:LSJn. o~~A.:2.~l~aJ . .S:~.~:1 Jl~J:~.~.£9..f.' S · 
A. (Quit:o: gdit.or.a Felix, 1961), p. 13, quoting Ignacio 
FJerna l, Introduce ion a la arguE';oloq{a. (I1ex.i.co, 1952) , ·a free 
tra ns.la t .. rc;·r;·:·-····-··--·-- ·-· ---·-· --·-···-~-------- .. ·----· 
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that long, i~ not twice as long because~£ the difficulty of 
the language, in learning Quechua before being placed in his 
particular work? 
Then there is the area of relevance to life. The use 
of abstract ideological concepts mean very little to the 
cult~rally simple Indian. If something is wrong in their 
culture, replace it with somethin9 wholesome and useful from 
the poin·t of view of· the Indian. Do not area te unfilled 
" 
vacuums in his way of life. Christianity must not be taught 
as something negative. It is. positive, the most positive 
thing in eternity. Recognize the group spirit and work 
within its f::s::amovJOrk. Avoid that which contaminates the 
relationship of the missionary to the Indian such as too 
rnuch association with the ene~ny of the Indian-·~real or 
ficticious. 
·strive to establish indigenous leadership among the 
group. The missionary is only one individual. He can never 
hope to rE~ach all the people, but he can do it ·through mul-
t1.plication ___ o:f,_ leadership. Adequate m:i:s_::d.onary staff _\vould 
. ' . . .. . .... · . .· .. 
be a real help until such a time as the indigenous leader-
ship is ~ble to stand by itself, such as it is now doing in 
thE~ jungles. 
A final note in the area of methods, the evaluation 
of the effectiveness of preaching the Gospel should not be 
in terms of affluence. Material success as the crit~rion 
I 
I 
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all too often has tended to confuse the true work of the 
church. Hamilton reminds the reader of what John Ritchie 
said over 36 years ago, describing how churches grow: 
! • 
Herein lies precisely one of the greatest values of 
the genuinely indigenous church; it is rich in spirit 
and poor in machinery--a blessed wealth, ~nd perhaps, in 
this modern age, a blessed poverty.2 
The Good News needs to be put into balance with cul-
ture and race. The Good News preached out of context of 
these t\vo areas is very ineffective. On the other.· hand, 
understanding culture and race is only a means to the end of 
communicating the Good News and is not an end in :i.:Lself. 
If one is faithful to the wisdom that God has given, 
3 His Word will not return unto Him emp·ty. As the Apostle 
Paul s·tated to the Corinthian Christians: 
I planted, Apollos watered,'but God gave the growth. 
So neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, 
but only God who gives the growth. He who plants and he 
who waters are equal, and each shall receive his wages 
according to his labor. For we are fello! workers for 
God; you are God's field, God's building. 
May God give the increase as one applies the tools of knmvl-
edge and method effectively. 
2 Keith E. Hamilton, Church Growth in the High Andes 
(LucknO\v I u. p. I India: Luckn~ow·-·Pubiish.in_g_ H<:nis"e;--I9"62 r:··· 
pp. 85-86. 
3rsaiah 55:11. 
41 Corinthians 3:6-9, Revised Standard Version. 
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APPENDIX 
INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED ON 'l'HE: FIELD 
Austin, Rev. Keith.. Chairman, Ecuadorian Field of the 
Gospel Missionary Union, Quito. 
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Calapucha, Rev. Santiago. Indian President. of t.he National 
Indian Committee of the Christian & Missionary Alliance, 
pastor of the Pano Ch\irch, Napo Province .. 
Cerda, Rev. Nelson.. Indian pastor of the Dos Rios Church, 
Tena, Napo Province., 
Concha, Mr .. C~sar. Indian lay worker, Agato area, Imbabura 
Provinces 
Concha, Nr ~ Nicol~s o Aga.to Christian Indi;;:tn working in 
· Quito., 
Conu, Mrs. Carol. Christian & Missionary Alliance 
missionary to the Indio.ns both in the jungles and the 
highland a:rl.l'as. 
Connr Rev. Gerald. Christihn & Missionary Allianc~ 
missloncu:y to the:~ Indians both in the jungles and the 
highland areas; former executive committee membtn:· for 
many years involved in decisions affecting Indian work~ 
Crouse, Rev. Merle. Church of the Brethren.missionary to 
the Indian.s in the Calderon a.rea, Pichincha Province ... 
Endal'a, Dr. Marceloo White Otavalo physician, trained in 
Argentina, serving both whites and Indians in Imbnbura 
Province. 
Endara, J:.h:s~ Harjo:cie Niller de. Former Christiun o! 
Missionary Alliance missionary to the Indians of 
Imbahu:ca. Province, now a lay \•Jorker in the Otavalo 
Church. 
Esp1n, Iv!r. Misiel. \iihite national, fo:cn:"\e~:ly from Otavalo, 
now di.:rect.or of Peter rn.eming High School (principally 
Indian}, Dos Rios, Tena, Napo Province~ 
Pullerj Rev. Morrison. Christiun & Missionary hlliance m1s= 
sionary, formerly engaged in jungle Indian work, how 
'Vmrking a.rnon9 the wh.i te~~ in th-Q costal provinces •. 
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Haines, Rev. Edv;ard. Gospel Missionary Union missionary to 
the Indians of Cotapaxi Province. 
Jackman, Rev. James. Gospel Missionary Union missionary to 
the Indianp of Cotapaxi Province •. 
Kadle, Mrs. Mary. Christian & Nissionary Alliance 
missionary to the jungle Quochua Indians, Napo Province. 
Kadle, Rev. William. Christian & Missionary Alliance 
missionary to the jungle Ouechua Indians, Napo Province, 
now invol VE'~d in ex tens ion work down the Na po River. 
Klassen, Rev. Jake. Chxistian & Missionary Alliance 
missionary \vl10 served one term among the highland 
Quechua Indians of '11ungurahua Province, now serving in 
Quito in the children's home for limited time. 
Remacha, Mr. Rafael. Agato Indian lay worker, Elde:J:" in the 
Agato Church, near Otavalo, Imbabura Province. 
Smith, Rev. Norman. Gospel Missionary Union missionary to 
th(::J h.i.9hland Quechua Indians of Cotapaxi Province .. 
Streich, Rev. Paul. Independtmt missionary, formerly with 
t:he United Andean Mission., now teaching in the private 
Cotapaxi School in Quito. 
\'langen, r.1iss Violet. Christian & Missionary Alliance 
missionary nurse to the highland Indians in the Otavalo 
area, J.mbabura Pl:ovince. 
